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“Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.”
(W.Churchill, 1874-1965)
The generational divide that Brexit revealed was a stark reminder to the western world that it can no longer
be the self-appointed tutor on markets, democracy, and institutional progress. The majority of “Leavers”
were of an uneducated, older generation reared in the cold war and raised during a period of peace and
prosperity. This peace and prosperity rested solely on the marriage of (virtually) free and abundant debt with
an intellectual enterprise rooted in neoliberal economic thought. The majority in the “Remain” camp were
young, educated, cosmopolitan, technologically savvy, multiculturalists too young to remember a world
ideologically divided: communism fell, and capitalism won the battle of ideas. Capitalism promised a long
game of sustained prosperity and a greater spread of spoils for a greater spread of people. Did it win its long
game? The results are mixed.
RESULT #1: Health and social problems are worse in more unequal societies
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The Equality Trust, a British think tank, constructed an index of health and social problems across several
advanced nations, and correlated this index with income inequality for the same nations. This index measured
differing levels of: life expectancy, math & literacy, infant mortality, homicides, imprisonment, teenage births,
trust, obesity, mental illness (including drug and alcohol addiction), and social mobility. Their findings are
revealing, including the big one: health and social problems are worse in more unequal societies with the
United States, Portugal, and the United Kingdom leading the way. Societies with greater equality have better
health and social outcomes: Japan, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, Belgium, and the Netherlands are
worth lauding. This result should make equalizers out of us all.
RESULT #2: Income inequality increased in the west, but decreased in the emerging world
GINI coefficients measure income inequality across countriesii. A GINI coefficient equal to 1 reveals perfect
income inequality, while a GINI coefficient equal to 0 reveals perfect income equality. While inequality
widened within the western world (Table 1a) over the five-year period (2007-2012), it decreased in many
emerging countries (Table 1b) over the same time period with material declines in Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru,
Moldova, Colombia, Uruguay, and Argentina, among others.
Markets lifted millions out of poverty from the emerging world, arguably at the expense of the advanced
world’s middle and working classes, whom were caught flat-footed as technological progress from
computing, advances in life sciences, and the digital economy passed them by. As the natural extension of
Schumpeter’s creative destruction, technological progress replaced workers in greater numbers in the
advanced world, while business leaders from the emerging world adapted quickly to this reality and modified
business plans, invested in human capital, tightened global supply chains, and shifted modes of competing
productively.
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Western economic planners and business leaders, on the other hand, failed to adequately plan for the speed
of the changing competitive landscape, resulting in an economically displaced and terribly upset labor supply.
With increasing GINI coefficients over the five-year period, signaling increasing income inequality, it is no
coincidence that the loudest voices against the prevailing global economic order come from western societies
hit hardest: Spain, Italy, United States, United Kingdom, and Greece (Chart A, X-axis).

Chart A.
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The only true winners from this arrangement seem to be the one percent from both the advanced and
emerging world with gains also made by the entrepreneurial and merchant class from the emerging world in
laying the foundation for their future prosperity. At the margin, relative income per person rose in the
emerging world, but declined in the west. (Chart A, Y-axis) The short game only benefits shareholders and
owners; the long game raises prosperity for everyone, workers and owners. Even Henry Ford knew he had to
pay his workers more in order for them to buy his Model T.
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“When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?” (-John Maynard Keynes, 1883-1946)
Brexit was the direct result of a neoliberal order spanning nearly four decades, where western forms of free
markets and democracy have had their day but can no longer operate in their current form. Wealth and
income disparities beg for a new economic paradigm to organize societies with unlimited wants and desires,
but with limited resources and institutional constraints. The communist economic model is an unabashed
failure and a relic of a foregone era. The neoliberal model is limping along trying to find footing and heal
from self-inflicted wounds. The third way Scandinavian Model offers glimmering hope, but while it is
impressively efficient and prosperous in culturally monolithic societies, it has yet to prove itself in culturally
pluralistic societies. The neoliberal enterprise was one that neatly combined political aspirations with
economic doctrine, establishing a prevailing world order for four decades. It was oversold. With the global
market failure in 2008 and, now, with the political breakdown in Britain and subsequent fragility of the
European Union, that order is not only challenged, but in need of an upgrade.

“Paper money eventually returns to its intrinsic value – zero.” (Voltaire, 1694-1778)
All fiat currencies end in inflation. Fiat money is a currency established as money by government regulation
or law. The term derives from the Latin fiat ("let it become", "it will become") used in the sense of an order
or decree. It differs from commodity money and representative money in that the intrinsic value of fiat
currencies rests on the irrational vagaries and imperfections of the human condition and order. The fiat
money system is supported by perceived confidence and imperfect psychology.
Fiat currencies represent the inverse relationship of the price the human species pays for the ongoing
pendulum swings between reason and passion over time. When global reason and cooperation is the
prevailing wisdom of the day, global order wins and fiat currencies are stable with much utility for economic
organization. When global passions run high, fiat currencies become more volatile, lose their intrinsic value,
and invite inflation – a general decline in the buying power of money.
When global cooperation and order disintegrate and invite greater institutional fragility, human history
teaches us that the most prudent way to offset the vicious threat of inflation is to own real assets and gold.
Gold has no cash flow, no yield, no valuation metrics, or any meaningful way to discount its future value
against the claims of its future income stream. It does, however, preserve value. Holding gold is a statement
that has nothing to do with Brexit. Rather, it is a commentary on how to offset inflationary threats from
today’s fragile state of money and credit in the global financial system. Gold should not be a marker in the
family portfolio: it should be the anchor. It is an investment in global monetary disorder. The future price of
gold is, arguably, one divided by the confidence in the collective action and wisdom of the world’s central
bankers.
A global re-pricing of asset classes is in order. Traditional safe haven assets like long bonds and other fixed
income instruments will undeniably lose value as interest rates are due to rise. The inverse relationship
between interest rates and bond prices suggests that a meaningful bear market is in the making. Bond prices
will decline, while their yields, which mimic interest rates, will rise. Since virtually all equity valuation models
rest on prevailing interest rates to discount future cash flows, future prices paid for private and public
companies (stocks) will also materially change. Prevailing wisdom about risk-free interest rates, normally
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associated with the 10-year U.S. treasury yield, will also fundamentally challenge conventional thinking about
risk tolerance and appetite.

“What we learn from history is that we do not learn from history.” (-Warren Buffet)
Human history can teach us much if we ask the right questions. In an era of global ‘Big Data’, we have more
answers than questions stored on servers in the ‘Cloud’. Our society will be wise when our questions catch up
with existing answers. It is easy to overlook the obvious: it is nearly impossible to continue with low rates ad
infinitum. Keeping the money spigot flowing only prolongs a denial of fundamental economic trade-offs,
while prompting inflationary threats to rear their ugly head. Markets can handle both bad and good news;
they cannot handle uncertainty. Risk is measurable; uncertainty is not. Global central bankers, by keeping
interests rates historically low, creating money out of thin air, and artificially propping up economic
competitiveness, appear to be speaking an economic patois unrecognizable to markets or voters.
Taxes are the price society pays for civilization; interest rates are the taxes society pays for the abuse of
civilization. Like a bull walking through the crystal shop, payment is due after damages. Recent research from
the Bank of England and Homer and Sylla (Chart 1) traces interest rates over 5,000 years of human historyiii.
Even to the untrained eye, short-term and long-term interest rates are at historical lows, begging to rise.
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Ranging from a low of 0.25% in post-financial crisis 2015 to a high of 40% during the Persian Conquest
when King Cyrus took over Babylon in 539 BC, the long-term average interest rate over 5,000 years of
human history loosely converges to 12% (Table 2).
Never in human history have yields, which mirror interest rates, fallen below zero. Until today. Fitch Ratings,
on June 29, 2016, reports that $11.7 trillion is held in negative yielding sovereign debt. The Fitch press
release reports:
“Worries over the global growth outlook, further fueled by Brexit, have continued to support demand for higher-quality
sovereign paper in June. Widespread adoption of unconventional monetary policies, including large-scale bond-buying
programs and negative deposit rates, have driven the large increases in negative-yielding debt seen this year.”
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Put simply, worried global investors are paying governments – Sweden, Switzerland, among others – to store
their money. The perceived safety of those sovereign nations relative to the systemic fragilities inherent in the
global financial system creates more demand for their government securities exceeding the current available
supply in global markets. This demand supply imbalance increases sovereign bond prices and, by identity,
reduces yields below zero – for the first time in 5,000 years. (Table 3)

At worst, the global sovereign bond market is flashing that a major tsunami is coming, and investors are
heading to the highest point in the hills (Swiss Alps). At best, the sovereign bond market is also signaling that
an orderly unraveling of global uncertainty is but a thunderstorm requiring pockets of dry safe havens in the
forest – the tallest trees with the widest branches and thickest leaves residing in the foothills (Sweden). The
price paid for this recent wave of self-inflicted damage to civilization, I fear, will be grave, and
disproportionately borne by those for whom it was intended to benefit.
We are in an era of more financial sizzle than economic steak. It is only a matter of time before the veil of
significant leaps in global per capita income and rising asset prices gained from Globalization, buoyed by low
interest rates and easy money policy, reveal their hormone-injected artificiality, and a further divergence will
occur. Nations that compete according to robust economic fundamentals, while maintaining low debt and
credit levels will fare far better than those who fuel their economic competitiveness with synthetic financial
sizzle. Artificial stimulants like negative interest rates, devalued currencies, and other exchange rate regimes to
stimulate exports and domestic demand only obscures genuine economic competitiveness for a short period
of time. Either economic fundamentals will catch up to artificially rising asset prices, or assets prices will
decline significantly to better align with economic fundamentals. Shylock’s 420-year old appeal in
Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice is timely: I’ll either have my bond, or my pound of flesh.

“The most important lesson in investing is humility.” (-Sir John Templeton)
It is always darkest before sunrise, and it now feels like dusk in the west. However, there will be several points
of light in the global economy, each offering hope and economic prosperity. These will shine from the most
colorful, multicultural corners of the world, where demographics are favorable, natural resources abundant,
and capital markets maturing. In these places, institutional voids are filling. Entrepreneurialism is flourishing.
Hope is instinct. The promise of global capitalism will rest on their shoulders. Unlike previous eras, the
emerging world now accounts for nearly 40 percent of world economic output, nearly half the global
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population, and nearly a third (28%) of world equity market capitalization (Table 4). Whereas the advanced
world previously shaped the contours of global trade and capital markets, the emerging world now governs a
greater share of it.

Trade among and between emerging world nations is at its largest share ever and will, arguably, account for
an even greater of share of total world trade in the decades to come, especially if the west keeps tripping over
itself with increasingly populist, protectionist measures. The United Nations UNCTAD program reports that
intra-regional trade as a share of the region’s total exports from the 2007-2011 period accounts for:

•
•
•
•

11 percent of African trade,
21 percent of Latin American trade,
50 percent of Asian trade, and
70 percent of European trade.

The magnitude of the negative spillover effects from political uncertainty and economic fragility from the
Europe Union and the advanced world poses a greater threat to economic growth and trade flows in the
emerging world than short term spikes in volatility traditionally associated with emerging markets.
Economic growth is the sum of population growth and productivity growth. Despite gains from
technological progress, western productivity levels are waning from an aging and ailing population
unprepared and unskilled for the modern economy. Meanwhile, productivity from a young, hungry, hardworking, enterprising class in the emerging world is surging.
Home country bias is a real and pervasive force in global investing. It can also be costly. Unlike the addicted
advanced world, debt levels in the emerging world are manageable, pensions assets are increasing, and capital
markets are lacking the systemic risk that plagued global financial markets in 2008 resulting from oversecuritized financial instruments (derivative securities) infected with the debt virus and littered throughout
‘sophisticated’ capital markets.
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The west is, however, a beast too large to ignore. Unfavorable demographics, rising political uncertainty,
unfunded pension liabilities, as well as an ill-prepared labor force pose the greatest threat to global financial
stability and geo-political economic order. Austerity measures or a self-imposed shock doctrine would be too
much for the global economy to bear. An orderly deleveraging – removing fat from meat and bone – of the
excesses of the global financial system along with pension reform and a massive retraining enterprise for
aging workers would assuage any immediate pain caused by a chaotic restructuring of the global economic
order.
As western dependency, neoliberalism, and the Washington Consensus is no longer the international order of
the day, it appears the teachers have a problem and a self-inflicted wound ready to economically scar the rest
of the world. Simply put: they borrowed against future economic prosperity for immediate gratification, put it
on a credit card, and now the bill is due. They need to draw up new lesson plans…then humbly listen to their
increasingly profitable, sober, wiser students.

"I am always ready to learn although I do not always like being taught." (W.Churchill, 1874-1965)
Like communism, neoliberalism is a dogma that failed. But the zombie doctrine staggers on simply because
there is no viable alternative. Normally world leaders look to the cloistered towers of the academy for an
alternative; but there is neither new ideas nor time. Centuries old ideas that take decades to scrub can now
either be refuted or validated instantaneously by a 140-character tweet from a child, or political leaders with
an aptitude and vocabulary of one. Perhaps therein lies the problem. The western world is at a critical
inflection point where sizzle is preferred to steak, shiny pretty things blind prudence, credit is preferred to real
earnings, style trumps substance, and global reason gives way to populist passion. How does this end? We
should look to Caligula, Nero, Henry VIII, or the Dark Ages for examples. Like Mary Shelley’s Frankenstien,
the global village of economic statesmanship, sound judgment, and political gravitas is under grave threat
from a decadent creature of our own design.
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The future promise of global capitalism, new world markets, and international order will come from, as
always, the youth. And an increasingly greater share of the world’s youth will come from emerging societies in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America, and from open, tolerant and technologically-savvy multicultural, multilingual,
multi-racial pockets from the advanced world – where the average age is 28.1, compared to 40.7 in the aging,
ailing, white, western world. (Chart 2) This culturally dexterous set embraces a shared experience in navigating
multiple spaces simultaneously, transcending artificial notions of class, race, gender, and religion across
borders with ease. This dexterity is a competitive advantage yielding tighter, more efficient global supply
chains, opening new markets and trade agreements, and establishing new rules and regulations that govern
economic organization. The fluidity and gravitas with which they do so holds the promise for a peaceful,
economically prosperous new world order. While the centuries-old western impulse, rooted in vestigial
colonial thought, to lecture emerging nations on institutional reform and progress is alluring perhaps it should
get its own house in order first.
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For more information, contact Vasquez & Co. at www.vsqz.co.
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Sources: Homer and Sylla (1991), Heim and Mirowski (1987), Weiller and Mirowski (1990), Hills, Thomas and Dimsdale (2015 forthcoming), Bank
of England, Historical Statistics of the United States Millennial Edition, Volume 3 and Federal Reserve Economic Database. Notes: the intervals on
the x-axis change through time up to 1715. From 1715 onwards the intervals are every twenty years. Prior to the C18th the rates reflect the country
with the lowest rate reported for each type of credit: 3000BC to 6th century BC - Babylonian empire; 6th century BC to 2nd century BC - Greece; 2nd
century BC to 5th century AD - Roman Empire; 6th century BC to 10th century AD - Byzantium (legal limit); 12th century AD to 13th century AD Netherlands ;13th century AD to 16th century AD - Italian states. From the C18th the interest rates are of an annual frequency and reflect those of the
most dominant money market: 1694 to 1918 this is assumed to be the UK; from 1919-2015 this is assumed to be the US. Rates used are as follows:
Short rates: 1694-1717- Bank of England Discount rate; 1717-1823 rate on 6 month East India bonds; 1824-1919 rate on 3 month prime or first class
bills; 1919-1996 rate on 4-6 month prime US commercial paper ; 1997-2014 rate on 3month AA US commercial paper to nonfinancials. Long rates:
1702-1919 - rate on long-term government UK annuities and consols; 1919-1953, yield on longterm US government bond yields; 1954-2014 yield on
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